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INTRODUCTION
A segmented mirror adaptive optics telescope called the phased array mirror extendable
large aperture telescope (Pamela)' was designed by Kaman Aerospace Corporation, delivered to
Marshall Space Flight Center, and is under study. This telescope has a spherical mirror of radius
of curvature of 1.5227 m and consists of 36 segments forming a telescope 0.5 m in diameter.
It is a prototype for a planned 12 m telescope having 144,000 segments. This proposed telescope
will be used for laser power beaming and may also be used for imaging. A secondary mirror
forming a catadioptric element corrects for spherical aberration. An additional lens system
renders the emergent beam parallel. A portion of the emergent beam is deflected with a
beamsplitter into an imaging CCD detector array. The remainder of the beam is sampled by a
Hartmann wavefront sensor (WFS) 2 which has a detector element corresponding to each mirror
segment and the detectors are lateral effect diodes (LEDD) 3. These elements measure the tilt
produced by atmospheric turbulence. In correcting for atmospheric turbulence a point source
beacon is used, which may be a star or artificially produced guide star 4 and these are incoherent
sources. The atmosphere distorts the spherical wave-front from the beacon and the amount of
phase (flit) distortion is measured using the WFS. This distortion is removed using the adaptive
optics telescope and the laser power beam is transmitted after this correction. The mirror must
be corrected and the laser beam must be transmitted in less than 10 ms which is the approximate
atmospheric coherence time so all intensity measurements are considered instantaneous.
Additional optics are required to align the telescope and these are a Wyko interferometer
for segment tilt adjustment and a white light interferometer to adjust the pitch across the segment
boundaries. Finally, a spatial filtered, expanded, collimated HeNe laser beam is used after
alignment to record the central position of the 36 beams in the 36 LEDDs. In test experiments
an aberrator is placed in this HeNe laser arm after the collimator and the closed-looped WFS-
actuator-computer control system can be tested under various distortion conditions.
The concept in the initial alignment of the telescope is to produce an optical transfer
function (OTF) which closely approximates the diffraction limited value 5 which would correspond
to a system pupil function that is unity over the aperture and zero outside 6. In some experiments
an additional computer calculates the OTF. When the system is aligned, the WFS is calibrated
by recording the spot position on each detector element. When an atmospheric distorted wave-
front is intercepted by the telescope pupil plane, the WFS measures the wave-front phase
distortion by noting the change in spot positions and the segment actuator-control computer
returns the spot on each WFS LEDD to the position it had for the aligned telescope by adjusting
mirror segments. The atmosphere-instrument system is represented by an atmosphere-instrument
OTF and the actuator-control computer system adjusts segments to remove any wave-front error
and reproduce the original aligned telescope OTF.
There are differences in the theory of intensity measurements between coherent and
incoherent radiation. As a result, some of the classical quantities which describe the performance
of an optical system for incoherent radiation can not be defined for a coherent field. The most
important quantity describing the quality of an optical system is the OTF and for a coherent
source the OTF is not defined. Instead a coherent transfer function (CTF) 6 is defined.
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THEORY
A. Theory For An Incoherent Source
Consider the telescope is in the alignment mode and an incoherent plane wave-front is
incident on it. After alignment the telescope receives a signal from a distant incoherent point
source called a beacon. In alignment the telescope is adjusted to give a system OTF which
closely approximates the diffraction limited value. For a distant incoherent beacon the incident
wave-front is plane and spatially coherent before distortion is produced by atmospheric
turbulence. The WFS and actuator-control computer system attempt to correct the mirror to its
aligned OTF. In the case of Pamela each WFS element is masked and measures the atmospheric
phase (tilt) distortion for a single segment of the telescope with no overlap between segments.
As a result, each sensor detector element has a pupil function which exits over the extent of the
segment and goes to zero outside the segment. An OTF can be associated with each mirror
segment and system has the total OTF which is the sum of these segment OTFs. The entire
telescope should be corrected so this discussion will refer to the OTF of the entire telescope for
this is what is sensed by the imaging CCD array.
In the alignment mode an incoherent plane wave is incident on the telescope. The pupil
function of the telescope at point _ of coordinates (x,y) in the detector's pupil plane is ho (F) and
the system point spread function (PSF) is Oo(F). The real image intensity 7 i (3) in the pupil
plane of the detector is
i(F) = Oo(F) ® is(F) = ]ho(7)[2 ® is(F ) (1)
where i_(_-) is the source or object intensity distribution projected to the real image plane and is
the magnified image of the object and ® is the convolution operator. If the Fourier transform s
is taken of equation (1), the image intensity in spatial frequency space fi is
I(ff) = Oo(ff )/(if) = [Ho(ff ) Q) Ho(ff)] /(if) (2)
where the capital letters correspond to the Fourier transformed values of the corresponding small
letters in the previous equation and o is the autocorrelation operation. The quantity I(_) is the
real image spectrum, l_(fi) is the object spectrum, Oo(fi) is the OTF of the aligned telescope, Ho(Q)
is the instrument pupil function spectrum. The data from the WFS are recorded after alignment
and if it is desired, the data from the WFS can be Fourier transformed to yield I(Q) and if the
incident wave-front is plane, its amplitude is constant so I_(Q) can be measured and removed from
equation (2) and the instrument OTF can be evaluated.
If an incoherent point source a large distance (effectively infinite) from the telescope is
imaged through the atmosphere, the image in the pupil plane of the telescope is
ia(F) : o (F) ® is(F) = [a(F) ® ho(F)[ 2 ® is(F) (3)
where i,( ?" ) is the atmospheric turbulence distorted image and oa( 7 ) is the atmosphere-
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instrument PSF. The PSF is the absolute value squared of the product of an atmospheric
turbulence term convoluted into the instrument pupil function. In Fourier space the signal is
/(if) -- O,(ff)/(if) = [A(ff)no(ff)] Q [A(ff)no(ff)]* l(ff) (4)
where capital letters are the Fourier transformed values. The OTF is the autocorrelation of the
term [A(fi)Ho(fi)]. In an adaptive optics system the WFS and actuator-control computer try to
restore the system to the original instrument OTF, [Ho(Q) 0 Ho(fi)].
B. Theory For A Coherent Source
For a laser's Gaussian beam profile a collimated beam can not be obtained using a lens
system 9. There are two definitions of collimation of Gaussian beams. One is the divergence
angle is made as small as possible and the other is the next beam waist is made at the maximum
distance from the lens system collimating the beam. This means the emerging beam from the
collimator is a truncated Gaussian beam and it remains a truncated Gaussian in both the real and
spatial frequency space. The HeNe laser used to align Pamela exhibits an approximate 20% fall-
off at its input to the WFS. The beam is a spatially and temporally coherent truncated Gaussian
function. For a coherent source the field can be calculated at any point along the beam path and
the detector measures the intensity at that point. In the alignment mode for a coherent beam the
field at a point Fin the pupil plane of the detector is
ec(7 ) --- ho(7 ) ® esc(7) (5)
where ec( _ ) is the calculated field in the pupil plane of the detector, e_¢(_ ) is the object field
in this plane, and ho(F) is the pupil function of the telescope in this plane. The intensity 7 in the
pupil plane of the detector is
i(7) = [ho(F) ® e(7)] [ho(F) ® e,_(F)]. (6)
In the Fourier plane the intensity becomes
I(u) = [Ho(ff) E (if)] (D [Ho(ff" ) E,_.(u')]. (7)
The intensity is the autocorrelation of the product of the Fourier transformed pupil function and
the spatial dependent transformed field and it is not the autocorrelation of just the transformed
pupil function which is the classical definition of the OTF. If the field in the real plane at each
WFS element exhibits a measurable lateral spatial coordinate dependence (coordinates
perpendicular to the dixection of propagation of the beam), the recorded calibration position for
the aligned telescope will be in error. If at the CCD the Fourier transformed field exhibits spatial
frequency dependence, this dependence can not be removed from the autocorrelations in equation
(7) and the instrument OTF can not be correctly evaluated.
A laser source beacon at a large distance from the telescope has been proposed to phase-up
the adaptive system for the effects of atmospheric turbulence. Assume the coherent laser is
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operating in the TEMoo mode to simplify the theory 1°, then the radial or lateral spatial dependence
of the laser field is
E(r) = EoOo/O(z) exp{ -r2[1/032(z) + jk/2R(z)]},
o2(z) = 0.)211 + z2/Z_o], R(z) " z[1 + Zo2/Z2], and z o = gco_IX
(8)
where % is the laser wavelength and o)o is the beam waist. The range is the distance from the
beacon to the telescope and if z = R goes to infinity, then the field at the telescope is
independent of r so the field at the telescope is approximately
E 2E(R ) *" oOo/XR exp[ -jkr2[2g ] *" EoO)2tg_R. (9)
The transformed fields are also independent of the coordinates f and fi in the real and Fourier
planes.
In the case of the distant laser beacon traversing the atmosphere the field in the pupil plane
of the detector is
e¢(F) = a(F) ® ho(F) ® e _(F). (10)
The intensity measured by the detector is
i(F) --- [a(7) ® ho(7) ® e(7)] [a*(F) ® ho(F) ® eo'(F)]. (11)
The intensity in spatial frequency space is
/(if) = [A(ff)Ho(ff)Ec(ff)] 0 [A*(ff)no(ff)Es*_(ff)] (12)
but since the distant laser field can be assumed independent of the lateral position coordinate fi,
the field may be removed from the autocorrelation integrals and equation (12) has the same form
as in the incoherent light case or
Is(g) = [A(ff)Ho(ff )] Q) [A*(ff)Ho*(fi')] /c (13)
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CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion of the paper is that an incoherent collimated source and not a
collimated laser source is preferred to calibrate the WFS of an aligned adaptive optical system.
A distant laser source can be used with minimum problems to correct the system for atmospheric
turbulence. The collimation of the HeNe laser alignment source can be improved by using a very
small pin hole in the spatial filter so only the central portion of the beam is transmitted and the
beam from the filter is nearly constant in amplitude. The size of this pin hole will be limited by
the sensitivity of the LEDD elements.
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